Previous studies have shown that the primary motor cortex (M1) may drive part of the feed forward control of well learnt simple movements by specifying patterns of muscle activation. This study explored the role of the M1 in the feed forward control of newly formed movement patterns after motor adaptation. Ten healthy right-handed subjects performed planar, centre-out arm reaching movement trials with a robotic manipulandum in three phases: a null force field (baseline), a velocity-dependent force field (adaptation; 25 Nsm-1) and again in a null force field (deadaptation). Reaching error and voluntary EMG were recorded from the biceps and triceps before, during and after motor adaptation. We also explored the effects of motor adaptation on evoked responses to single and paired pulse Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation from the same muscles at different delays after a visual go command, but before the onset of voluntary muscle activity. After the force field was removed, subjects produced reaching overshoot characteristic of adaptive internal model formation. Following motor adaptation, there was a significant increase in corticospinal excitability, reduction in short interval intracortical inhibition and increase in short interval intracortical facilitation that was associated with a sustained increase in voluntary muscle activity in the biceps. The adaptation-driven increase in reaching overshoot coupled with the increase in voluntary activity, corticospinal and intracortical excitability in the biceps suggests that the M1 may specify some of the feed forward components of newly learnt internal models through the control of specific muscles.
Introduction
Healthy adults are capable of rapidly adapting to changes in external forces during reaching and grasping. At least two predictive control strategies are thought to contribute to motor adaptation including; increasing the stiffness of the arm through co-contraction of antagonistic muscles in the upper limb [1, 2] and by generating a prediction of the expected perturbing forces through internal model formation [3, 4] .
Whilst the neurological network underlying these control mechanisms has not been fully elucidated, one area that has been implicated in primates is the primary motor cortex (M1).When primates adapt their reaching movements to a force field perturbation, a population of M1 cells alter their firing properties in parallel with the directional changes in muscle activity needed to perform the adapted task [5, 6] . Invasive neuronal recordings are not practical in healthy adults; nonetheless changes in M1 output to the corticospinal pathways can be measured in the form of motor evoked potentials (MEPs) evoked by Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS). A number of studies have reported a rapid build up of corticospinal excitability in agonist muscles 20 -100 ms before the onset of voluntary muscle activation during simple and over learnt finger, thumb and upper limb move-ments [7, 8] . Notably, this ramping up of agonist corticospinal excitability before a phasic movement has also been associated with a reduction in the level of short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) [7, 9] . Together these findings suggest that the M1 drives part of initial output of well learnt internal models by specifying patterns of muscle activation, but do not reveal the involvement of the M1 in specifying muscle activation patterns in newly developed internal models under novel dynamic conditions.
The present experiments were designed to extend this previous work by examining the changes in corticomotor excitability associated with newly formed internal models after motor adaptation in healthy adults. One of the most commonly used paradigms to investigate this type of motor learning is force field motor adaptation, which involves subjects making repeated horizontal plane reaching movements with a manipulandum before, during and after the application of an induced force field. The field initially perturbs the movement and increases the curvature of the reaching movement from the ideal straight line trajectory. However, with repeated practice subjects adapt to the forces, and are able to straighten their hand trajectory [10] . The formation of a newly learned internal model has been demonstrated by an initial "overshoot" reaching movement, into the direction of the force field, once the force field has been removed [10] . Thoroughman and Shadmehr (1999) [2] , showed that the introduction of a force field during horizontal plane, centre-out, leftward reaching movements (135˚ target) can lead to a substantial and sustained increase in voluntary muscle activity in the biceps that was associated with internal model formation. In contrast, there is little modulation of biceps muscle activity during force field adaptation involving reaching towards the body (270˚ target) [11] . We hypothesized, therefore, that if the M1 was driving adaptation-induced changes of feedforward motor control by directly controlling some of the muscles involved in the activity there would be a significant increase in corticospinal excitability in the biceps, following adaptation to the 135˚ target but not during adaptation to the 270˚ target.
Methods

Subjects
Ten healthy right handed adult volunteers (22 -38 years old; 7 male) [12] , participated in the first study after providing informed consent. Eight healthy right handed adults (22 -38 years old; 5 male) who had previously completed the first study took part in the second study. All experiments were approved by the University of East London local ethics committee and were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Motor Adaptation Paradigm
Motor adaptation took place using a shoulder/arm robotic manipulandum (Interactive Motion Technologies, Cambridge, USA). Subjects sat in a customized chair and grasped the manipulandum with their right hand (70˚ shoulder flexion, 90˚ elbow flexion, and semi-pronated forearm). The weight of the arm was supported on a plastic forearm prop attached to the manipulandum handle. Centre-out planar reaching movements (15 cm path length) were made from a central start position (1 cm diameter) to a peripheral target (1 cm diameter) in two primary directions 1) towards the body (270˚ target) and 2) diagonally away from the body (135˚ target). Subjects reached to 1 target during one session and the other target during the second session. The sessions were separated by 1 week and the order was counterbalanced. The real time hand position was represented on a vertically oriented computer screen situated at eye level above the manipulandum. Subjects were instructed to move as quickly and accurately as possible from the central start position to the peripheral target when it changed colour from grey to yellow. After reaching the target, subjects were required to maintain the position for a random interval (1.6 -3.2 secs) before the arm was passively returned to the central start position by the robotic manipulandum. To reduce reaching predictability and main-tain attention, subjects made reaching movements in response to active "Go" targets but not towards "NoGo" targets (Go/NoGo ratio was 70%). During each session, subjects performed a total of 240 trials during three phases (10 blocks of 24 trials per block). Initially, 4 blocks were performed in the null force field (3 blocks of familiarization with block 4 taken as baseline), followed by 4 blocks in the force field (adaptation phase, blocks [5] [6] [7] [8] . The forces that acted on the hand during the force field were velocity dependent (25 N·ms -¹) and were applied in a clockwise direction that was orthogonal to the reaching trajectory. Finally, 2 blocks were completed in the null field (deadaptation phase, blocks 9-10).
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (TMS)
To investigate changes in corticospinal excitability and levels of excitatory and inhibitory inputs to corticomotor neurons, we used a figure-of-eight coil (9 cm outer diameter) connected to two single-pulse, monophasic, Magstim model 200 stimulators through a Bistim module (Magstim Company, Whitland, UK). The Magstim stimulators were triggered using Signal software and CED data acquisition interface (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). The coil was positioned tangentially to the skull with the handle positioned backwards and angled 45˚ away from the midline. The optimal coil position ("hot spot") on the scalp for evoking Motor Evoked Potentials (MEPs) in the contralateral biceps brachii muscle was located by applying TMS in 1 cm steps around the presumed upper limb area. The position of the coil was marked on the subjects' head to ensure consistent placement during each experiment. Resting motor threshold (RMT), was defined as the minimum intensity that induced MEPs ≥ 50 μV peak to peak in the biceps in 5 out of 10 trials [13] .
Single Pulse (SP) TMS
During the first study TMS measurements were made during 3 testing blocks completed after each paradigm phase (i.e. baseline/adaptation/deadaptation). To characterize the recruitment of the corticospinal pathways before voluntary muscle activation, single pulse TMS was applied at 110% of RMT pseudo randomly at 5 different time points (0, 130, 160, 190, 220 ms) after a visual go-signal at the active target. All subjects were instructed to 'relax completely' before each trial began and this was confirmed by visual inspection of the EMG signal. In total, 180 trials were completed for the testing blocks (3 blocks of 60 trials). Within each block, there were 10 repeats of each of the 5 TMS time points and 10 control no-TMS trials.
Paired Pulsed (PP) TMS
In the second study, paired-pulse TMS was used to investigate short interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and intracortical facilitation (ICF) during the 3 testing blocks completed after each paradigm phase. TMS was applied over the biceps representation of the left M1 as in study 1. For both SICI and ICF, the conditioning stimulus was initially set at 70% of RMT and the test stimulus was set at 120% of RMT. SICI was examined using an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 3 ms (PP3), whilst ICF was examined using an ISI of 13 ms (PP13) [14] . The intensity of the conditioning stimuli for PP3 and PP13 were adjusted for each subject to ensure that there was significant SICI and ICF respectively at TMS time interval 0ms. SP MEPs were also evoked by TMS at 120% RMT. TMS was applied at 3 time points (0, 160, 190 ms) after a visual go signal with 3 TMS conditions (SP/PP3/PP13). A total of 360 trials were completed in the three testing blocks (120 trials each block). Within each block, there were 10 trials at each of the 3 time states for each of the 3 TMS conditions (SP/PP13/PP3) and 30 control trials.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Movement Kinematics
Changes in reaching kinematics were recorded by two 16-bit position and velocity encoders in the robot motors. The raw signal was low pass Butterworth-filtered (low pass 30 Hz, high pass 1000 Hz), sampled at 200 Hz and stored on a laptop ready for offline analysis. Motor performance was quantified by two measures of trajectory error in each trial. Summed error (SmE) is a global movement error calculated as the cumulative perpendicular distance between the hand position and the ideal trajectory (values are positive regardless of path directionality) for the duration of the reaching movement. Signed error (SgD) represents the cumulative perpendicular distance between the hand position and the ideal trajectory over the first 150 ms of movement, whereby the reaching paths to the right and left of the ideal trajectory were given positive and negative values respectively [15] . It has been suggested that a change in signed error represents formation of an internal model of a new motor task, for example, as the subject predicatively pushes counter-clockwise in order to compensate for the expected clockwise force field resistance [15] . All kinematic measures were referenced to movement onset and movement offset. Movement onset was defined as the time that the hand exceeded a compound x-y velocity of 0.03 m·s -¹, whilst movement offset was defined as the time that the hand velocity dropped below 0.03 m·s -¹. Peak velocity was also calculated during each reaching trial to assess global movement performance. All single trial SmE measurements were averaged over the 24 trials of each block. In order to capture the effects of adaptation on internal model formation without including the effects of deadaptation, we compared SgD on the last trial of baseline with the first trial of deadaptation.
Muscle Activity
Surface EMG was recorded from the right biceps and triceps muscles with pre-amplified bipolar surface electrodes with a common reference (Biometrics, Gwent, UK). EMG was band pass filtered at 20 Hz, sampled at 5 KHz, and then stored on a laptop for offline analysis.
Voluntary EMG
Prior to analysis, voluntary EMG for each trial was full wave rectified and baseline corrected to resting EMG (average voluntary EMG from 0 -100 ms after the visual go signal). Voluntary muscle activity was quantified as the average EMG, computed from 100 ms before movement onset to 100 ms after movement onset. This epoch was chosen because it was considered to include only feed forward commands to muscles [1] . Voluntary EMG onset was defined as the time at which voluntary EMG increased by greater than 1 SD of the resting EMG, and this was confirmed by visual inspection. Since previous studies have shown that TMS applied following an external movement cue can alter voluntary response times [16, 17] , voluntary EMG onsets were measured during the control trials in each test block. All single trial EMG measurements were averaged over the 24 trials of each block. The effects of adaptation and deadaptation on voluntary EMG were measured by comparing changes in EMG in the first and last adaptation blocks (B5 and B8) and final deadaptation block (B10) with EMG in the final baseline block (B4). Previously, it has been reported that velocity dependent force field adaptation occurs rapidly with the largest changes in learning occurring during the first few trials [1] . In order to differentiate initial adaptive versus later adaptive changes in EMG, the reaching blocks were subdivided into bins of 10 individual trials. The last 10 trials of baseline EMG (baseline) were compared with a) the first 10 trials of EMG in the first adaptation block (early adaptation) and b) the last 10 trials in the final adaptation block (late adaptation).
TMS Responses
MEP amplitude was calculated as the peak to peak voltage of the evoked response from TMS. Pre-TMS muscle activity (Pre-EMG) was quantified by measuring the integrated EMG 10 ms prior to TMS. TMS trials were visually inspected and any which showed evidence of background EMG activity, prior to TMS, were removed from the data set. In order to provide valid comparison for changes in PP responses, these were expressed relative to the appropriate SP values measured at baseline.
Statistical Analyses Changes in SmE, peak velocity, movement onset and muscle activity were tested for statistical significance with a one way repeated measures ANOVA with reaching block (B4-B10) as the within subject factor. Changes in MEP amplitude were tested for statistical significance with a two way repeated measures ANOVA with testing block (i.e. baseline/adaptation/deadaptation) and TMS time interval (0, 130, 160, 190, 220 ms) as the within subject factors. Post hoc paired t-tests were corrected for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction (2 tailed, p < 0.05). All data are shown as mean values ± standard error (SE).
Results
Study 1: Effects of adaptation on reaching kinematics.
There were no significant differences in baseline (B4) summed error between the first and second sessions (p > 0.05). This indicated that the number of deadaptation blocks used was sufficient to minimize any carryover effects between the two test sessions.
All subjects demonstrated a typical velocity dependent force field adaptation pattern when reaching in both target directions (see Figure 1 ). There was a significant effect of learning block on SmE (ANOVA: target 135˚: Study 1: Effects of adaptation on voluntary EMG The average block by block muscle activation patterns during adaptation are shown in Figure 2 . Analysis revealed a significant effect of learning block on voluntary EMG in both the biceps (ANOVA: f = 6.6, p < 0.01) and triceps (ANOVA f = 5.9, p < 0.01) at the 135˚ target. Adaptation resulted in two distinctive changes in voluntary EMG at the 135˚ target. Firstly, there was a significant increase in EMG amplitude in the biceps (+0.11 ± 0.03 mV.ms; p < 0.01) in the first adaptation block. Notably, this increase was sustained at the final adaptation block (+0.15 ± 0.01 mV.ms; p < 0.05) and only returned towards baseline values during deadaptation (Figure 2(a) ). Secondly, there was a more gradual reduction in triceps activity during the adaptation blocks that became significant at the final adaptation block (-0.18 ± 0.06 mV.ms, p < 0.05) and returned to baseline levels during deadaptation (Figure 2(b) ).
Within block analysis of early adaptation versus late adaptation in voluntary EMG revealed a third distinctive pattern of EMG modulation at the 270˚ target (Figures  2(c) and (d) ). There was a significant increase in muscle activity in the biceps and triceps during early adaptation (biceps: +0.27 ± 0.16 mV.ms, p < 0.01; triceps: +0.3 ± 0.11 mV.ms, p < 0.01), that returned towards baseline during late adaptation (biceps: +0.13 ± 0.06 mV.ms, p > 0.05, triceps: 0.01 ± 0.04 mV.ms, p > 0.05).
There were no significant differences in the initial EMG onset for the biceps and triceps at either target (Table 1) . Moreover, there were no significant changes in EMG onset in the any of the muscles during the three experimental phases at the two targets.
Study 1: Effects of adaptation on SP TMS responses. During movements to the 135˚ target, there was a significant time interval x testing block interaction on MEP amplitude measured at the biceps (ANOVA: f = 4.1, p < 0.05). Following adaptation in this direction there was a clear trend for biceps MEPs to increase closer to movement onset time, (Figure 3(a) ), and these proved significantly different from baseline at 190 ms (+0.33 ± 0.04 mV, p < 0.01) and 220 ms (+0.49 ± 0.13 mV, p < 0.01) after the go signal. However, the MEP amplitude/ time response curve returned towards baseline levels following deadaptation. In contrast, there were no significant changes in triceps MEP responses during learning and deadaptation in this direction (Figure 3(b) ).
For the other learning direction (270˚ target), there was a tendency for biceps MEPs to increase in amplitude closer to movement onset (Figure 3(c) ). This trend showed no change in relation to the adaptation or deadaptation phases. The triceps MEP responses showed no variation in response to learning and deadaptation to the 270˚ target (Figure 3(d) ).
There was also no effect of the testing block on integrated pre-EMG to either the 135˚ (ANOVA biceps: f = 0.8, p = 0.4; triceps: f = 1.3, p = 0.2) or 270˚ target (ANOVA biceps: f = 2.1, p = 0.1; triceps: f = 0.9, p = 0.3). In total, 8% of trials at the 135˚ target and 9% of trials at the 270˚ target were discarded because of pre -EMG. The percentage of disregarded trials was not affected by testing block to either the 135˚ (ANOVA: f = 0.9, p = 0.32) or the 270˚ target (ANOVA: f = 0.7, p = 0.4).
Study 2: Effects of adaptation on PP TMS responses. Figures 4 and 5 show the changes in paired pulse responses of the biceps and triceps in response to adaptation and deadaptation at the 135˚ target. In the case of PP3 measured at the biceps, there was little change in the MEP amplitude relative to movement onset. However, there was a significant time interval x testing block interaction (ANOVA: f = 4.1, p < 0.05). After adaptation, there was a striking augmentation of PP3 MEPs with a tendency to be more pronounced nearer to movement onset time. This proved to be significant 190 ms after the visual go signal relative to corresponding baseline values with a gain of 2.46 ± 0.7 (p < 0.05). Following deadaptation, PP3 MEP amplitude returned towards baseline leading to a gain of 0.85 ± 0.28 (p > 0.05). PP13 MEPs measured at the biceps showed a similar pattern of facilitation. Following adaptation, there was a large increase in MEP amplitude 160ms post go signal relative to baseline with a gain of 3.2 ± 0.6 (p < 0.05). These val- ues reverted towards baseline following deadaptation with a gain of 2.3 ± 0.6 (p > 0.05).
There was no significant effect of the testing block on integrated pre-EMG to the 135˚ target (ANOVA biceps: f = 0.6, p = 0.5; triceps: f = 0.8, p = 0.4).
Discussion
Effects of Adaptation on Reaching Kinematics
The significant reduction in performance error demonstrated during adaptation to both targets suggests that subjects had learnt to adapt to the force fields. This was expected, since healthy adults have been shown to rapidly adapt to repeated exposure of a velocity dependent force field [1, 10] . One way in which subjects are thought to adapt is by predicatively compensating for perturbation forces using an internal representation of the expected dynamics (internal model) [1, 2] . All subjects in this study demonstrated an increase in SgD during the first trial of deadaptation, suggesting that subjects had developed a prediction of the expected dynamics after adaptation at both targets. 
Effects of Adaptation on Voluntary EMG
In agreement with previous findings, there was an early and sustained increase in voluntary activity in biceps during adaptation at the 135˚ target [2] . This was not simply a load dependent modulation, because it did not occur when subjects adapted at the 270˚ target. Previous studies have suggested that increased activity in antagonistic upper limb muscles may be used to increase arm stability during motor adaptation [1, 18] . Commonly, however, muscle activity initially increases and subsequently shows a gradual decline during repeated exposure to a velocity dependent force field [18, 19] . This pattern of activity does not resemble the sustained elevation of voluntary activity in the biceps throughout the adaptation blocks. Whilst we cannot rule out some element of cocontraction, the continued increase in biceps activity is more characteristic of a muscle being recruited to predicatively counteract a force field as part of an internal model strategy [1,2]. We did not measure torque levels at the elbow and shoulder joint during this study. However, as the primary muscles of elbow flexion and extension, the increase in biceps activity and reduction in triceps activity observed are likely to have resulted in an increased flexor torque at the elbow, which would account for the reaching overshoot observed after force field removal. In contrast to the findings at the 135˚ target, there was an early increase in biceps and triceps activity during adaptation to the 270˚ target that gradually reduced over the adaptation blocks. In this case, increased agonist antagonist co-contraction may have been used during the early stages of adaptation to improve stability [18] .
Effects of Adaptation on Corticospinal Excitability
After adaptation at the 135˚ target, corticospinal excitability measured from the biceps significantly increased at 190 and 220 ms after the visual go signal. Although there were insufficient time points to accurately identify the onset of these changes in corticospinal excitability in relation to voluntary EMG onset, it was clear that the post-adaptation changes occurred pre-voluntary activation, and thus were feed forward in nature. An increase in corticospinal excitability just before voluntary EMG is thought to represent a mechanism by which the M1 drives the initial burst of muscle activity in the agonist [20, 21] . It is notable that the excitability changes following adaptation reversed after removal of the forcefield (deadaptation). We suggest that this may reflect an adaptation driven change in the feed forward control of the biceps. This is supported by the fact that the raised excitability was associated with a significant increase in voluntary activation in the biceps. Secondly, no changes in MEP amplitude were evident following adaptation to the 270˚ target, when EMG was not significantly altered after learning. When interpreting these results, it is important to rule out other factors that could modulate corticospinal excitability, such as an increased level of pre-movement muscle activation during the adaptation phase [22] . This is unlikely to account for the results in the current study since we carefully monitored EMG activity, and all trials with pre-TMS EMG activity were removed from analysis. Furthermore, there was no change in pre-TMS EMG activity over the 3 testing blocks. Corticospinal excitability increases sharply prior to voluntary muscle activation [7] and a learning induced shortening of the biceps EMG onset could have also increased MEP amplitude in the later TMS states. However, there was no trend for reduced reaction time in the biceps between the 3 testing phases making this possibility unlikely.
Despite the reduction in voluntary EMG in the triceps during adaptation to the 135˚ target, there was no significant reduction in corticospinal excitability in the triceps. The lack of change in corticospinal excitability raises the question as to whether adaptive changes in muscle activity may be driven through different neural pathways for upper limb flexors and extensors. This idea is supported indirectly by studies which highlight differences between the corticospinal projections to upper limb flexors and the upper limb extensors [23, 24] . Palmer and Ashby (1992) [24] found that TMS over the M1 induced greater excitatory post synaptic potentials in the biceps compared to the triceps. TMS is thought to predominantly activate monosynaptic corticospinal pathways [25] suggesting stronger and more numerous monosynaptic excitatory connections to the biceps compared to the triceps. These findings are mirrored in results of Phillips and Porter (1964) [23] , who demonstrated greater monosynaptic facilitation in motoneurons of elbow flexors compared to elbow extensors in baboons.
Corticospinal excitability reflects the net effect of intracortical and spinal facilitatory/inhibitory circuits on the corticospinal pathways. The results from single pulse MEPs, therefore, cannot determine if the adaptation driven changes in excitability occurred at the level of the M1. In the second study, a paired pulse TMS paradigm was used to address this issue.
Effects of Adaptation on Intracortical Excitability
The present findings demonstrate a time dependent modification in SICI and ICF in the biceps after adaptation of reaching to the 135˚ target. These changes were not due to an increase in pre-movement muscle activation because trials with pre-TMS EMG activity were excluded. In addition, there were no differences in EMG onset times of the biceps following adaptation. It has been suggested that SICI originates within the primary motor cortex [26] and is mediated by changes in γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptor A activity [27, 28] . Several studies on human subjects have also shown reduction in SICI in agonist muscles before voluntary EMG onset [7, 9] , and we observed a trend for reduced SICI in both the biceps and triceps during baseline the nearer to movement onset that TMS was delivered (Figures 4(a) and 5(a) ). This may serve to focus excitatory drive to key muscles involved in a specific movement [29] . Notably, following adaptation, there was a dramatic reduction in the level of SICI for the later TMS time point pre-movement in the biceps, but not the triceps. A decrease in the level of intracortical inhibition following motor training of the ankle dorsiflexors has been reported previously [30] , and our findings are consistent, despite the fact that we used a proximal upper limb muscle and a more complex dynamic sensorimotor learning task. Moreover, our results support the concept that modulation of SICI plays a role in the process of cortical plasticity, associated with internal model formation during motor skill learning. Further evidence for the role of GABA receptor activity in motor learning in humans has been provided by in vivo magnetic spectroscopy studies. Floyer- Lea et al. (2006) [31] found a 20% reduction in GABA concentration (consistent with reduced GABAinhibition) following finger sequence learning which was specific to the learning task and motor cortical region of the active hand.
The facilitation produced by a paired pulse paradigm with a sub-threshold S1 and interstimulus interval 10 -15 ms (ICF) is less well characterised than SICI, but is also believed to be intracortical in nature. Based on pharmacological studies, it is thought that ICF is primarily related to glutamatergic receptor activity, but may also be influenced by the level of GABAergic inhibition [32] . Thus, although ICF may have a different mechanism from SICI, they may show some interactions. We found that ICF of the biceps showed a similar pattern of increase in association with motor adaptation to the decreases observed in SICI over the same time periods ( Figure 4) . This is in contrast to results reported by Liepert et al. (1998) [33] who showed smaller changes in ICF relative to SICI associated with a timed thumb abduction task. The difference may well reflect the differences in the number of muscle groups used and complexity of the learning task between studies.
One of the limitations of using paired-pulse TMS in this type of study is that the non conditioned MEPs can change just before voluntary EMG onset, which hampers the comparison of paired pulse MEP responses at different time states. Considering the dynamic nature of the task, it would have been difficult to have matched MEPs across strict time intervals. Despite this, several studies have shown that adjusting TMS intensity to account for changes, test MEP size has no effect on the level of inhibition when the test MEPs ranged between 1 and 4 mV [34, 35] .
The majority of reported studies of motor learning have involved simple over learnt hand and wrist tasks and less is known about the role of SICI and ICF in controlling more complex ballistic upper limb movements in humans. Nonetheless, our findings are indirectly supported by adaptation studies on primates, which have reported a force-field induced shift in the directional tuning of small populations of M1 cells that correlated with changes in the directional tuning of upper limb muscles [6, 36] .
Whilst few studies have looked at the effects of force field adaptation on corticospinal excitability, an alternative approach to investigate the role of the M1 in this form of learning has been to alter M1 excitability using neuromodulation prior to performance of the learning task. Hunter et al. (2009) [37] applied Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation over the M1 during motor adaptation with parameters designed to increase corticospinal excitability. In contrast Hadipour-Niktarash et al. (2007) [38] applied rtms before motor adaptation, using parameters known to decrease corticospinal excitability. Most notably, neither paradigm had a noticeable effect on the control of movement during adaptation. One interpretation is that the M1 is not important in the execution of movement. This seems unlikely given that previous primate studies [6, 36] and the current study have all demonstrated changes in both motor performance and activity in the M1 during motor adaptation. A more plausible alternative is that the changes in excitability were not large enough to interfere with motor function or that other brain areas such as the SMA and PMA area could compensate for changes in M1 excitability [5, 39] .
It is noteworthy that whilst these findings support the idea that the M1drives part of initial output of newly formed internal models by specifying patterns of muscle activation, it does not rule out other coding parameters at the M1.
Previous research on hierarchical cortical processing has identified that neurons in the M1 relate to both abstract movement parameters, such as movement direction and movement speed, as well as muscle activity [40] . Furthermore, there is growing evidence that different movement parameters may be mediated by different descending pathways [41] . There is a general assumption that short-latency MEP responses evoked by TMS are mediated by fast corticospinal neurons with monosynaptic connections [25] . Other movement parameters may be mediated by indirect corticospinal pathways, which would enable more abstract motor commands to undergo additional processing at the spinal level. Yanai et al. (2008) [42] compared firing patterns of a subset of M1 neurons, spinal interneurones and muscles. Notably, they found that the spinal interneurones followed more of a muscle-based pattern of firing compared to the neurons in the M1, which suggests that for some control signals the final stage of muscle based coding may take place at a spinal level.
Conclusions
The aim of the current study was to investigate the role of the M1 in controlling the output of newly formed internal models in healthy adults. The present study yielded three main results. Firstly, subjects demonstrated reaching overshoot characteristic of internal model formation after adaptation to both targets. Secondly, there was an adaptation dependent sustained increase in feed forward voluntary muscle activity in the biceps after adaptation to the 135˚ target. Thirdly, these changes were associated with a temporally dependent increase in single/paired pulse MEP amplitude in the biceps. The initial command to generate well learnt upper limb movements is thought to be mediated by the M1. The present results are consistent with the idea that M1 also drives initial output of newly developed internal models. Moreover, part of this feed forward signal is likely to be directly controlling some of the muscles involved in the activity. Finding an association between intracortical excitability and voluntary muscle activity does not exclude the possibility that the M1 codes other movement parameters. Indeed, there is growing evidence that the M1 can code multiple movement control parameters through different descending pathways. 
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